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T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

BY NUMBERS

4651 shooters (3996 Men and 655 Women) from 149 NOCs participated from 1896 to 2012 at the Olympic Games

740 shooters (655 Men  and 85 Women) won medals from 1896 to 2012 at the Olympic Games

390 shooters (231 Men and 159 Women) from 108 NOCs participated at the 2012 London Games

258 events (227 individual events and 31 team events) were held from 1896 to 2012 at the Olympic Games

200 shooters (104 Men and 96 Women) took part in London for the first time at the Olympic Games

107medals (53 Gold – 29 Silver – 25 Bronze) were won by Team USA 

from 1896 to 2012 at the Olympic Games

67 NOCs won medals from 1896 to 2012 at the Olympic Games

23 NOC’s won medals at the 2012 London Games

20 New Olympic Records and 9 New World Records 

were established at the 2012 London Games

15 shooters (9 Men and 6 Women) took part for the first time 

               at the Games and won a Medal

13 New Continental Records were established 

at the 2012 London Games

12 years after her Silver medal in Sydney 2000, 

REAU Delphine (FRA) – maiden name: RACINET –

won the Bronze Medal in Trap Women 

at the 2012 London Games 

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S
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9 times has only one male shooter participated at the Olympic Games: 

KUZMINS Afanasijs (LAT/URS) was a pistol shooter at the 

1976, 1980, 1988, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008 and 2012 Olympic Games

7 times have only two female shooters participated at the Olympic Games: 

SALUKVADZE Nino (GEO/EUN/URS) and SEKARIC, Jasna (SRB/SCG/YUG/IOP) 

competed in the pistol events at the 1988, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008 and 2012 Olympic Games

6 currently active shooters (3 Men and 3 Women) won medals at each and every one of their Olympic 

Games participation: RHODE Kimberly (USA) won 5 medals at 5 Olympic Games (1996-2012) 

Gold-3; Silver-1; Bronze-1 in Double Trap Women and Skeet Women

3 shooters won 2 medals at the 2012 London Games

JIN Jongoh (KOR), Gold-2 (10m Air Pistol Men and 50m Pistol Men)

CAMPRIANI Niccolo (ITA), Gold-1 (50m Rifle 3 Positions Men); Silver-1 (10m Air Rifle Men)

KOSTEVYCH Olena (UKR), Bronze-2 (10m Air Pistol Women, 25m Pistol Women)

3 shooters defended their title as Olympic Champions successfully 

and won at the 2012 London Games again, after the Beijing Games in 2008:

JIN Jongoh (KOR) in 50m Pistol Men

HANCOCK Vincent (USA) in Skeet Men

GUO Wenjun (CHN) in 10m Air Pistol Women 

3 shooters achieved the maximum score in the qualification round at the 2012 London Games: 

MARTYNOV Sergei (BLR) 600 in 50m Rifle Prone Men

ROSSI Jessica (ITA) 75 in Trap Women

DIAMOND Michael (AUS) 125 in Trap Men

2 NOCs were represented for the first time in shooting at the Games: 

Algeria in 10m Air Pistol Men and Bhutan in 10m Air Rifle Women

2 male shooters have earned as much as 3 Gold medals during their participation at different Olympic Games: 

SCHUMANN Ralf (GER/GDR) won the 25m Rapid Fire Pistol Men Gold medals in 1988, 1992 and 2000; 

while JIN Jongoh (KOR) obtained the 50m Pistol Men Gold medals in 2008 and 2012 and added a third 

Olympic Gold in the 10m Air Pistol Men in 2012.

1 female shooter has earned as much as 3 Gold medals during her participation at different Olympic Games: 

RHODE Kimberly (USA) won the Double Trap Women in 1996 and 2004 as well as the Skeet Women in 2012.
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AT THE XXX OLYMPIC GAMES
SHOOTING 

Text: Marco Dalla Dea | Photos: Yorck Dertinger

RANK NOC GOLD SILVER BRONZE TOTAL COMPARISON RANK

      2008/2012 2008

1 KOR 3 2  5 A  6

2 USA 3  1 4 = 2

3 ITA 2 3  5 A  5

4 CHN 2 2 3 7 G  1

5 BLR 1   1 A  -

5 CRO 1   1 A  14

5 CUB 1   1 A  14

5 GBR 1   1 A  -

5 ROU 1   1 A  -

10 FRA  1 1 2 A  14

10 IND  1 1 2 G  8

10 SRB  1 1 2 A  -

10 SVK  1 1 2 A  11

14 BEL  1  1 A  -

14 DEN  1  1 A  -

14 POL  1  1 A  -

14 SWE  1  1 A  -

18 UKR   2 2 G  3

19 CZE   1 1 G  3

19 KUW   1 1 A  -

19 QAT   1 1 A  -

19 RUS   1 1 G  9

19 SLO   1 1 G  14

TOTAL  15 15 15 45  

THE MEDAL TABLE OF THE GAMES

Korean shooters took a big leap at the London 2012 Olympic Games, earning the number one 

spot in the medal standings with three Gold and two Silver. Four years ago, they were sixth 

with one Gold and one Silver. China, who topped the tally at Beijing 2008 with five Gold, still 

showed their strength in the sport, collecting seven medals in total, but slid down to fourth in 

the rankings as they missed out on Gold in many events. Italian shooters where the real sur-

prise of the XXX Olympic Games, with two Gold medals, and three Silver, placing the country in 

third place of the overall medal standings compared to a fifth place back in 2008. 
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10M AIR RIFLE WOMEN

DAY 1

GOLD

YI, Siling (CHN)

“My life will change!”
Yi Siling (CHN) wins the first Gold medal of 

London 2012 at the 10m Air Rifle Women 

event, climbing to the lead on the third-

last shot, and finishing with 502.9 points. 

“My life has suddenly changed: in the last 

30 minutes, I grew up, I became famous, 

and I have a better future ahead of me!”
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THE FIRST MEDAL OF THE OLYMPICS, 
STARRING YI SILING

It was predicted, and she made it. ISSF Authorities, a number of high-

ranked world leaders and over 400 media came at the RAB venue to 

see her earn that medal. “I feel like a movie star”, these were the first 

words of China’s YI SILING, 23 years old, after winning the 10m Air Rifle 

Women final, obtaining the very first Gold medal of the XXX Olympic 

Games in London, at 11:25 AM on the July 28. Making it into the final 

with a qualification score of 399 points (just one point away from the 

World Record), she scored 103.9 points in the final, ending up in first 

with a total score of 502.9 points. She won the most valuable medal 

with great determination, and she won it during the last three shots. 

Yi ascended, defeating the leader Sylwia Bogacka of Poland, who fired 

a disappointing 9.7-point third-last shot, sliding back to second place. 

 “It’s a dream come true!” She was the first to qualify for the 2012 

London Games among all the sports by winning a Quota Place at the 

2010 ISSF World Championship in Munich. From then on, Yi continued 

winning, climbing the World Ranking and defeating her team-mate Du 

Li, the 2004 Olympic Champ in this event. Out of 15 ISSF competitions 

she participated in (during the last 4 years), she had made it to 12 

finals, finishing 9 times with a medal around her neck. Yi turned to be 

the strongest shooter of 2011 by winning the ISSF World Cup Final 

in Wroclaw, and she also won this year’s ISSF World Cup Stage in 

Munich, finishing in second in London at the pre-Olympic test event. 

Suffice to say she finished in the list of favorites. “My life has changed 

right now,” said the young Chinese shooter right after winning the 

first final of the London Games. “I am changed now. I have been 

growing up in the last hour, and my future will be different now. I feel 

like a movie star!”

 “I am so happy about winning this medal – she added – I have 

been working hard for this, and I have to thank my team and my fam-

ily for their support” She exclaimed, smiling, at the press conference. 

“I was in a training camp for nine months before this competition. 

I typically train two hours per day, every day. Sometime more. And 

today’s victory is my reward,” said Yi Siling, referring to her intense 

training sessions. “Since my World Championship victory in 2010, 

there’s been a lot of pressure on me. I am glad I was able to control it 

and to keep my mind clear.”

 The first Olympic final was also a stage of success for 30-year old 

SYLWIA BOGACKA, who won the 10m Air Rifle Women Silver medal, be-

coming the first European medalist of these 2012 London Games. The 

Polish shooter, ranked 49th in the World in this event, surprised every-

body by making it to the final with 399 points. Then, she scored 103.2 

points in the 10-shot final, leading right up to the third-last shot, when 

she lost the lead against Yi Siling, thus finishing in second place with 

502.2 points and the Silver medal. “I made a mistake on that shot. But I 

knew where the mistake was, and I focused to solve it on the last two 

shots. Luckily it worked, and I am here to speak about it,” Bogacka said. 

“I feel like I’ve won the Silver, not that I’ve lost the Gold. It has been hard 

to get here, and I am proud of myself.” Bogacka placed in 8th at the last 

Olympics, while her best placement in this event was a Silver medal at 

the 2006 ISSF World Cup in Munich. “I am practicing a lot. But I am doing 

this because I love it. Shooting is my life,” the Polish shooter concluded. 

 The People’s Republic of China started off the London Olympics 

in top shape, celebrating YU DAN Bronze medal in the 10m Air Rifle 

Women event along with Yi Siling’s Gold. The 24-year old Chinese 

shooter, a 2009 Asian Champion who had never made it to any other 

international final match before, closed her first Olympic competition 

in third place with a total score of 501.5 points. After qualifying with 

a score of 398 points, she accumulated 103.5 points during the final, 

climbing to third place. “I would like to thank my family, they have 

been doing so much to support me,” Yu said, in tears. 

 The same match can be a dream for the medalists, and a night-

mare for those out of the podium. And it was very hard to reach it, 

specially with the two-point disadvantage Katerina Emmons had from 

the beginning, after the qualifications. The 2008 Olympic Champion 

did not make it to the podium this time. After qualifying with 397 

points passing through a five-way shoot-off, she scored 103.3 points, 

finishing in fourth place with an overall score of 500.3 points. “I wasn’t 

feeling quite well today. It may be because I didn’t have my mind in 

the right place. I haven’t been shooting that well all this season. I 

have had a few peaks but in between these I was trying to solve many 

problems,” Emmons commented. “I’m having trouble with my hips 

since Julie (her 3-year-old daughter) was born. Everything hurts a bit 

after training. I was really happy to finish fourth. I’m just glad to be in 

a place where I can compete with these girls again,” the former Olympic 

Champion added.

AWARDS

YU, Dan (CHN)

BOGACKA, Sylwia (POL)

SILVER

BRONZE

10m Air Rifle Women
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FORTUNA AUDACES IUVAT
“Fortuna audaces iuvat” the Romans used to say in Latin. Luck only 

helps the brave. And that what happened at the Royal Artillery Bar-

racks, when JIN JONG OH won the 10m Air Pistol Men event with more 

than 2 points of advantage over his followers. “I have been lucky,” he 

said, wearing the Gold around his neck. Well, luck might have helped 

him, but the Korean Champion built his success mainly on hard work 

and outstanding performances, rather than on chance. Entering the final 

with the highest qualification score, 588 points, and three points of ad-

vantage over his followers, he turned out to be unreachable. In spite of 

firing some frustrating shots – a series of four 9s – he scored 100.2 points 

in the final, thus obtaining the brightest medal with a total of 688.2 

points, with a safe advantage over his closest follower, Italy’s Luca Tes-

coni. The 32-year old champion won Silver at the 2008 Olympic Games, 

and continued winning all the way to London. Jin scored the highest 

qualification of the last cycle, with a personal best of 594 points, and one 

of the best finals, 103.4 points. In addition, he confirmed to be in great 

shape at the last ISSF World Cup Stage of the year, held in Munich at the 

end of May, when he won both pistol men events. It was not surprising 

to see him lead today’s final round after a great qualification. But the 

World Record holder did not seem to be impressed. “I am just trying to 

stay calm. I have been preparing for months now. I did not speak with 

the press, I dedicated myself 100% to the sport, only focusing on our 

national trials. And the result is paying off,” Jin said. “All the competi-

tors here could have made it. I made it, I am lucky. And focused,” he 

stated. “That’s why, in a way, I feel lucky.”

 And luck also helped the Silver medalist, Italy’s LUCA TESCONI.  

Probably nobody expected him to finish on the podium. And, as he said, to 

make it to the final “was already quite an achievement”. The 30-year old 

Italian shooter from Pietrasanta, ranked 27th in the world, earned a pass 

for London at the last moment, with a 15th place at the 2012 European 

Championship. Making it through the qualification rounds with 584 points, 

10M AIR PISTOL MEN

ZLATIC, Andrija (SRB)

TESCONI, Luca (ITA)

SILVER

BRONZE

GOLD

JIN, Jongoh (KOR)

“Tell my mom!” 
“I will have to tell my mom, can you lendme a phone?” Italy’s Luca 

Tesconi said, after winning the 10m Air Pistol Men Silver medal. The 

shooter ranked #27 in the World had never competed in an interna-

tional final before. 
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“We enjoy an excellent relationship” 
ISSF President Olegario Vázquez Raña declared while greeting IOC President Jacques Rogge 

and the Secretary General of the ISSF Secretary at the Royal Artillery Barracks for the first 

competition of the Games.

ISSF President Mr. Olegario Vázquez Raña, his family, President of the IOC, Mr. Jacques Rogge 

and ISSF Secretary General Mr. Franz Schreiber.

Faszination of the sport 
Mr. Vitaly Smirnov (IOC), ISSF President Mr. 

Olegario Vázquez Raña, Mr. Vladimir Lisin 

(NOC) and the son of Mr. Olegario Vázquez 

Raña.

“She was kicking me!” 
Nur Suryani Mohd Taibi of Malaysia, 29 years 

old, competed in the 10m Air Rifle Women 

event while 8-month pregnant, eventually 

placing 34th, in spite her baby’s kicking.

SPOT ONhe entered his first international final match. And 

the medal arrived unexpected. “I tried to shoot 

as I always do, when I am train back home. I 

tried to forget about the context, pretending to 

be in my “bubble”. Well, that worked!” The Ital-

ian shooter exclaimed, with a smile on his face. 

Scoring 101.8 points in the final, the first-time fi-

nalist ended up on the podium, with a total score 

of 685.8 points. “Unbelievable!” he said. “I am 

an Olympic medalist, I have got to call people 

back home and tell them!”

 He was followed on the podium by an ex-

perienced shooter, who has been placing a the 

top of the international rankings throughout 

the last few years, Serbia’s Andrija Zlatic. And 

the Games were a family affair to him. “My fa-

ther taught me all I know about shooting, and 

my brother is my coach now. They are part 

of this medal,” Zlatic explained. “I am still not 

fully aware of how I feel. Tomorrow it may hit 

me. It depends if I can fall asleep,” continued 

the shooter, who earned the medal with a total 

score of 685.2 points after qualifying with 585 

points and scoring 100.2 points in the final. “I 

always shoot last. It’s my strategy so that I 

don’t have to listen to other people,” he said, 

commenting on his style in the final. 

 In a sense, also China achieved a record at 

this final. For the first time in the history of this 

event, the Chinese team failed to win a medal, 

with great disappointment of the team leader, 

six-time Olympic medalist Wang Yifu. Defend-

ing Olympic champion Pang Wei went into the 

final in second place but slipped down in the 

rankings. A score of 9.1 with his second shot 

left him out of the medal positions in fourth. 

Oleh Omelchuck (UKR) shot strongly at first, 

moving into second place before an 8.5 and 

9.5 left him out of the competition for a medal, 

finishing fifth. China’s Tan Zongliang, ranked 

world No.1 and favorite for the event, could 

only manage 581 to finish in 12th place. At the 

same time, World Champion Tomoyuki Mat-

suda of Japan finished 13th with 581 points. 

10m Air Pistol Men
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GUO COME BACK TO WIN

She said her opponents did not scare her, and facts proved she was 

right. China’s 2008 Olympic Champion GUO WENJUN returned to win, 

and did not disappoint the expectations from her fans. The crowd of 

Chinese spectators cheered out loud for her at the Royal Artillery Bar-

racks Final Hall, as she won the 10m Air Pistol Women final, boosting 

China’s ranking in the medal standings. 

 Entering the final match with 388 points after the qualifications, 

Guo shot 100.1 points in the final, fighting neck and neck against the 

2004 Olympic Champion Olena Kostevych of Ukraine and France’s 

Olympic hope Celine Goberville. With a total score of 488.1 points, Guo 

eventually earned the most valuable medal with 1.5 points of advan-

tage over her followers. “This one is the most coveted one,” she said 

commenting on her medal. “I am so excited. It means I am the best.” 

Guo did not have her best performances during the last two seasons. 

The 2008 Olympic Champion rapidly dropped from the first to the 13th 

place in the world ranking. But she never gave up, and prepared for 

the Olympics by going through heavy training sessions. “I am just 

focused on the competition and not on the competitors,” the young 

Chinese shooter said, commenting on the final. “Everyone else is very 

good, I just never gave up.” The fight for the Silver medal between 

OLENA KOSTEVYCH and CELINE GOBERVILLE finished in favor of 

the latter. Both shooters qualified with 387 points and both fired 99.6 

points during the final match, so that it was a shoot-off to decide the 

10M AIR PISTOL WOMEN

DAY 2

GOLD

GUO, Wenjun (CHN)

KOSTEVYCH, Olena (UKR)

GOBERVILLE, Celine (FRA)

SILVER

BRONZE
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medal. Goberville shot first, scoring a 10.6-point shot, which defeated 

Kostevych’s 9.7. “I am very happy. It is my first Olympic Games and 

I wanted to win something for me and for the French nation. I can’t 

believe I achieved such a goal,” said 25-year old Goberville. “You train 

to win. But I wanted to achieve something. My focus this year was 

the Olympics. I am very happy to come away with something. This 

is inspiring for me,” she said. “To obtain a medal is not new for me 

– the 2004 Olympic Champion Kostevych said, after losing the shoot-

off – today, the qualification was difficult. I felt like I had too much 

attention from people, so I felt a lot of pressure to perform. I did my 

best today but I think I could have done better. I have got a potential, 

and maybe, I will do better in the next four years.” Kostevych was the 

favorite in this event. The pressure during the last month must have 

been huge as she walked into the 2012 Olympics as the woman to 

beat. “But I am used to it, I will continue shooting, and I will try to do 

better next time.” Current World Champion, Serbia’s Zorana Arunovic 

placed in seventh, with a total score of 483.5 (385+98.5) points. At the 

same time, Czech multi-medallist Lenka Maruskova – one of the favor-

ites – ended up in eighth place with a total score of 482.6 (385+97.6) 

points. “In the final shooting eight is simply not good enough. I should 

have concentrated more,” she said, after shooting two times in the 

eighth ring. “Nothing disturbed me, it was simply a bad day for me. 

These days happen, unfortunately. The more I tried, the more I failed. 

It’s a big disappointment. The qualification was good but the final 

was just not good enough.”

AWARDS

“This means 
  that I am 
  the best!” 

China’s Guo Wenjun 

declares after winning 

her second 10m Air 

Pistol Women Olympic 

Gold, four years after 

the Beijing Games. 

Indeed, she is. 

10m Air Pistol Women

“I will work harder 
to reach a better 
place next time.”

Olena Kostevych finishes in third 

at the 10m Air Pistol Women event, 

failing to earn her second Gold 

medal after Athens 2004. “ I will 

work harder to reach an even bet-

ter place next time.”

“Shooting 8 in a 
final is simply 
not good enough”  

The Czech Republic’s Lenka 

Maruskova said, after placing 

eighth at the 10m Air Pistol 

Women event. She had walked 

into the Games as the favourite.

Royal Neighborhood

HRH Princess Ann visited the shooting range accompanied by ISSF 

President Olegario Vázquez Raña and by his wife. 

SPOT ON
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KIM RHODE: “MILESTONE OF SHOOTING”

KIMBERLY RHODE wrote a new page of the history in shotgun shoot-

ing. The American athlete made it where nobody else has even tried. 

The US sharpshooter became the new Skeet Women Olympic Cham-

pion, earning her third Olympic title, and totalizing five Olympic medals. 

She achieved four records in one day. She set the new Olympic record 

by hitting 74 out of 75 targets at the qualifications, matching the World 

Record. She then set a new Olympic Final Record with a total score of 99 

hits. And – more importantly to millions of US sport fans – she became 

the first US athlete ever to win 5 individual Olympic medals in 5 different 

Olympics back to back. Rhode won two Olympic Gold medals in 1996 

and 2004 and a Bronze in 2000 in the Double Trap event, as well as a 

Silver in Skeet at the last Olympics. “It all came together – all the train-

ing. I really worked hard getting targets like this back home with this 

type of background, and it has really paid off,“ she said. “I wouldn’t 

say that I’ve been thinking of this day but winning the Olympics has 

always been a dream of mine,” Rhode added. “It’s incredible. I’m just 

waiting for someone to pinch me to wake me up. It just seems like a 

dream. A lot of work, blood, sweat, tears have gone into this and to 

have it all to come together is truly amazing; it makes me cry now just 

thinking about it. I have no words to describe this!”

 Journalists found the words to describe it: media coverage was huge 

in the USA, with hours of broadcast and hundreds of articles on the re-

cord, which Rhode hopes to improve. “There are just so many things 

that go into just getting here. I think the journey is unique to each 

Olympics and the journey for this one was probably one of my most 

challenging. But I am looking forward to the future, and to Rio.”

 Rhode seemed to be alone on that shooting field. Starting off with 

four targets of advantage over the others, she just cruised down to sta-

tion 8 to win the brightest medal. As much as eight targets behind her, 

the Silver medal went to China’s WEI NING, 29 years old, who earned a 

spot on the podium with a total score of 91 hits, after qualifying with 68 

targets and hitting 23 clays in the final. Wei went back on an Olympic 

podium eight years after her success at the 2004 Olympics, when she 

also earned a Silver. “I feel good. I try my best and never give up,” 

SKEET WOMEN 

GOLD

RHODE, Kimberly (USA)

“The dog ate my tickets!”  
Kimberly Rhode scored three records at the 

Skeet Women event: a matched Final World 

Record, a New Olympic Record, and a New 

Final Olympic Record. She  arrived late in 

London because her dog ate the flight tickets, 

she said.



Wei Ning said. “I prefer to shoot in the rain, I am used to it so it can 

turn it into an advantage. Rhode was too far ahead today.” Following 

her, two shooters fought neck and neck right to the last shot, and fur-

ther on, for the Bronze medal. Russia’s Marina Belikova and Slovakia’s 

DANKA BARTEKOVA, 27 years old, finished tied with an overall score of 

90 hits, and met in a shoot-off, a sudden-death tiebreaker to assign the 

medal. Bartekova, ranked second in the world, defeated her opponent 4 

to 3 hits after two doubles, winning that Olympic medal she had been 

pursuing since Beijing 2008. “I kept reminding myself that I had to 

keep going. I lost easy targets. I needed to create an opportunity to 

obtain a medal. I should not say that I was hoping someone would 

miss a target but then Marina dropped some targets and I got a big 

chance. I told myself I was going to take this opportunity and win 

medal. I decided to keep going,” said Bartekova, talking about her final. 

“It was very, very important to me. It is my second (Olympic) Games 

and I’m more experienced than during the previous one,” said Danka. 

“I was just trying to do my best and only focus on the target. We have 

practiced the shoot off many, many times. When I heard the cheer 
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DAY 2

First Slovakian Medals
Slovakian fans at the mixed zone, right after the Skeet Women Final. 

Danka Bartekova, who finished the Beijing’s Olympic in 8th place, 

made it to the podium and won her country’s first medal in London. 

SPOT ON

BARTEKOVA, Danka (SVK)

WEI, Ning (CHN)

SILVER

BRONZE

Skeet Women

AWARDS

“Love Kim!” 
Kimberly Rhode became the first US athlete to win 5 Olympic medals 

back to back, bringing her total Olympic tally up to three Gold, one 

Silver and one Bronze medals. A number of supporters followed her 

competitions in London. Kimberly Rhode signs autographs for many 

fans who have admired her career throughout her five consecutive 

triumphs at the Olympic Games.

behind me I was so happy,” she added, then referring to her desire to 

work with the IOC, and about her efforts to become a candidate for the 

IOC Athletes commission. “Olympism is a lifestyle, really, and I want 

to promote it,” she said. “It’s incredible how the Olympic Games can 

change an athlete’s life. I want to give something back,” she said. “For 

my final thesis I chose to study the impact of the Olympic movement 

on world politics,” she added. “What can I say, I am big fan of the 

Olympic rings!” she added with a smile on her face. 

 The defending champion, Italy’s Chiara Cainero, ended up in fifth 

place starting with a lower qualification score and a few mistakes in the 

final. Entering the medal match with 67+2 hits after defeating Sweden’s 

Lundqvist, Cainero missed three targets in the final, ending up with 

a total score of 89 hits. Following her, disappointed by the conditions, 

the 2008 Olympic Bronze medalist Christine Wenzel did not make it to 

the podium, either. After qualifying with 68 hits, she shot 21 targets, 

finishing in sixth and last place. “The light changed a lot. Conditions 

were difficult here, with this background. That’s why the scores – our 

scores – were not that high.”P
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MOLDOVEANU: 
THE COMEBACK YOU DIDN’T EXPECT

The games of the 10m Air Rifle Men event seemed to be done. The 

previews and statistics were clear: Italian Gold, with a chance of Chi-

nese and Indian medals. But statistics and tables can be mistaken, 

and that’s exactly what we witnessed at the Royal Artillery Barracks, 

at the 10m Air Rifle Men event. Italy’s Campriani was supposed to 

win, but he had to settle for the Silver. China was supposed to fin-

ish on the podium, but it didn’t. Romania’s ALIN MOLDOVEANU, was 

supposed to be 34th in the world. But apparently he did not know, 

and he won the Gold medal. The 29-year old shooter took his revenge, 

after finishing in 4th at the last Olympic Games, so close but at the 

same time so far from the podium. This time, he decided the medal 

had to finish around his neck. Going through the qualifications with 

an matched Olympic record of 599 points, he started off the medal 

match in second place, tied to Italy’s Nicco Campriani,  #1 in the World 

in this event. Campriani and Moldoveanu fought neck and neck from 

the first to the last shot, on the edge tenth of points. The Romanian 

shooter started the final session strongly, scoring 10.3 with his open-

ing shot. He led until his sixth shot, when he dropped to second after 

scoring 9.9. But Moldoveanu never gave up and his ninth shot (a bril-

liant 10.5) put him back in front. He won the title with a last shot of 

10.3, giving him an overall score of 702.1 points. “I dedicate the medal 

to all the people back home.” Moldoveanu said. “I tried not to think, I 

tried not to hear. I tried to concentrate. Today’s final has been difficult, 

the crowd was awesome but at the same time it was difficult for us 

to concentrate,” he added, referring to the amazing crowd of specta-

tors packing the Final Hall: very loud Italian, Indian and Romanian 

supporters, who stood in line outside the venue since the morning’s 

10M AIR RIFLE MEN 

DAY 3

GOLD

MOLDOVEANU, Alin George (ROU)

NARANG, Gagan (IND)CAMPRIANI, Niccolo (ITA)

SILVER BRONZE

Matched Olympic Record
Alin George Moldoveanu won the 10m Air Rifle 

Men event after a record score of 599 points 

in the qualifications, in spite of the cheering 

crowd. The Romanian shooter had finished in 

fourth at the last Games. “I tried not to listen to 

the thousands of people in the final hall, and I 

made it!”
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Welcoming the Kronprins
ISSF President Mr. Olegario Vázquez Raña, ISSF Secretary General 

Mr. Franz Schreiber and H K H Kronprins Haakon (NOC).

The NOC is always welcome
ISSF Vice President Mr. Luciano Rossi, ISSF Secretary General  

Mr. Franz Schreiber, Mr. Mohammad Aliabadi (NOC) and  

ISSF President Mr. Olegario Vázquez Raña.

SPOT ON

qualifications. 

NICCOLO CAMPRIANI finished second with a tally of 701.5 points. 

The Italian was in the gold medal position after scoring a massive 10.8 

with his sixth and seventh shots but scored 9.9 and 9.4 in his next 

two, dropping back in second. “It’s good preparation for the 50m rifle 

3 positions events. That is my favorite event because there is no room 

for mistakes,” said the Italian athlete. He was a favorite for the 10m 

Air Rifle Men event, as well as for the 50m competition. 

 “Shooting is getting bigger, and the two medals Italy won here 

in London so far will help. I won the World Championship two years 

ago but if you ask anyone, they wouldn’t know. These Olympic silver 

medals will earn a lot of publicity back home. I don’t want to be fa-

mous, I just love shooting. It’s good for the sport because kids will get 

involved. You should just try it, if you don’t like it you can go back to 

soccer,” Campriani said with a smile on his face. “In my experience, 

out of ten kids, eight stay at the range, after trying it once.“ 

 Popular Indian shooter GAGAN NARANG won the Bronze with 

701.1 points. He placed fourth after his seventh shot but, scoring 10.3 

and 10.7 on his last two shots boosted him up on to the podium. “I 

missed the podium in Beijing and it was a heartbreak. This time, I 

feel a huge load has been lifted from my shoulders,” said the Indian 

shooter, who was followed here in London by a crowd of supporters, 

and over 100 media representatives. “Shooting is clearly getting big-

ger and bigger in India. I am happy that I made it, and I hope my vic-

tory will help the development of the sport back home. I would like to 

thank everyone back home and I look forward to their support in the 

future,” Narang concluded. 

 “As far as I am concerned, the final went great. I was surprised 

about the audience clapping and shouting with every shot from ev-

ery shooter. The atmosphere was quite special here during the first 

three of four shots. I was quite startled. I had to wait for others to 

shoot and the applause to stop,” said Peter Hellenbrand of the Neth-

erlands, who placed in fifth with 699.8 points, behind China’s Wang 

Tao, fourth with 700.4 points. 

 “I did not expect to have such a bad result. I have been able to ob-

tain a higher score in more difficult situations. I had a few good shots 

so I thought I would be able to do better,” said Ilia Chareika from 

Belarus, right after placing in seventh with 698.6 points. The Youth 

Olympic Games Silver medalist had never competed in the Olympics 

before, but he said he would give it another try in four years. 

“Let kids try 
our sport…” 
“Out of 10, in my experience, 8 will 

continue and embrace our sport,” 

said Niccolò Campriani after  

winning Silver at the 10m Air Rifle 

Men event. The Italian shooter 

missed the 2008 Olympic final by 

one point. 

“I am totally upset.
I wanted to win.”   
Illia Chareika of Belarus, a 2010 

Youth Olympic Games Silver 

medallist, said after placing in 

seventh at the 10m Air Rifle 

Men final, where he was the 

youngest competitor.  

AWARDS
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THE HANCOCK FAMILY STANDS AT THE TOP 
OF THE PODIUM

He was going to quit, but his family helped him hold on. And that 

worked out just fine, as VINCENT HANCOCK won his second Skeet Men 

Olympic title back to back here in London. The 2008 Olympic Cham-

pion went through bad moments during the last years. But bad memo-

ries just faded out, as he hugged his wife and his baby, right after the 

last shot of his successful final round at the Royal Artillery Barracks. If 

you’re trying to remember what was Vincent’s last medal before Lon-

don’s Gold, well the answer is: Beijing’s Gold. Hancock - probably the 

best skeet shooter of the world - did not win anything in between. “I 

thought about quitting, after shooting 116 – my worst score ever – at 

the ISSF World Cup in Slovenia last year. My family helped me start 

again,” said Hancock after hitting 148 targets (123+25) on London’s 

field, and establishing the new Olympic and Final Olympic Records. 

He attained victory on Station 8 with 2 targets of advantage over his 

followers. After the last shot, he ran to hug his family, following him 

from the stands. “My family gave me huge support. I know they there 

watching me. They have been part of this since the beginning.” Be-

tween Beijing and London, the American champion got married and 

had two kids, the last one just a few months ago. “My life changed 

so much, for the better. And I knew I could still be the best.” Hancock 

won his medal under difficult weather conditions, but the rain did not 

scare him “I will take a gold medal during a rainy day than not winning 

anything in good weather,” he commented. “I was expecting rain and 

GOLD

HANCOCK, Vincent (USA)

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

SKEET MEN 

DAY 4

Back to Back 
The USA’s Vincent Hancock wins his 

second Olympic Gold, back to back for the 

first time in the history of the discipline. 

The 23-year old shooter thought about 

quitting, after scoring 116 at last year’s 

ISSF World Cup in Slovenia.
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A Carpenter’s Victory    
Said Denmark’s Anders Golding after winning the Skeet Men Silver 

medal. The 1984’s shooter is not a professional, and has a normal job 

to be afford the expenses related to his passion, clay shooting.

Paris - Dakar Becomes Second Best
“I blew the engine on purpose, to quit Dakar and qualify,” Nasser  

Al-Attiya, winner of the Skeet Men Bronze medal, admitted he had 

deliberately blown his rally car to quit the 2012 Paris - Dakar and 

return to Qatar in time to qualify for London 2012. 

Following them, the Olympic Bronze medal was assigned through an 

exciting duel. Valeriy Shomin (RUS) and NASSER AL-ATTIYA (QAT) 

both finished the session on 144 and a shoot-off was necessary to deter-

mine the Bronze medalist. Al- Attiya, who is also the 2011 Paris-Dakar 

Rally champion driver, achieved yet another goal in his stellar career 

by collecting the Bronze medal when the Russian shooter missed his 

sixth target in the shoot-off. He had lost the Bronze eight years ago, in 

Athens, in a shoot-off. But this time he just could not miss. “My dream 

is coming true. I’m so happy to end with a Bronze. We worked very 

hard for this.”

 “I was leading the Dakar rally this year, when I received an SMS 

from the federation. We were not getting a wild card, so I had to come 

back home to qualify at the Asian Championship. I quit the Dakar race,” 

the Qatarian shooter admitted. “I turned off the engine of my car on the 

9th day of the race. I was the leading champion, I could not just leave 

the race like that. It has been hard because I really wanted to win my 

second Dakar, but when you go to Olympic Games it is a completely 

different story.”

 Italy’s Luigi Lodde finished today’s match in fifth place with 143 hits 

behind Shomin, followed by Czech Republic’s Jan Sychra with 143 hits 

as well. There was a major upset in the qualification round. No.1 in the 

World and runner-up at Beijing 2008 Tore Brovold (NOR) did not make it 

to the final, finishing 27th. 

SPOT ON

I like difficult weather because more people are prone to drop a few 

targets those on days. I had to be on the top of my game all the time. 

I used to change my entire shooting routine because of the weather. 

But after Beijing I decided never to do that again,” the young shooter 

said. Getting back in shape was not easy, Hancock declared, and it took 

him months to find the right state of mind. “I thought about it a lot and 

decided I was determined to get back and get on the podium again, just 

to know for a brief moment: ‘You are the best in the world’. That is what 

drove me during the last seven months, knowing I could earn another 

medal for the greatest country in the world kept me going.”

 The athlete that followed him on the podium also has a story to tell. 

Denmark’s ANDERS GOLDING earned the Silver. With a total score of 146 

targets (122+24), he won his first Olympic medal ever, boosting Denmark 

in the overall medal standings of these XXX Olympic Games. Qualified 

second in the final, the Danish shooter shot almost perfectly during the 

final, missing only one target on his 17th shot. It was a great success for 

the 1984’s shooter here in London. But the road to the 2012 Games has 

been ridden with difficulties. Golding is not a professional shooter and 

had to pay for his targets working as a carpenter, dedicating his free time 

to training. “It’s a very good feeling to win Silver. My background is half 

shooter, half worker. I’ve been shooting for the past 10 years but I can’t 

pay my bills by shooting. Over the last four year, I’ve had a very good 

coach, Italy’s Pietro Genga, who has done much to help me get here today.”

AL-ATTIYA, Nasser (QAT)

GOLDING, Anders (DEN)

SILVER

BRONZE

AWARDS

Skeet Men
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YOUTH’S CHAMPION ACHIEVES 
OLYMPIC DREAM 

A new Korean shooting star was born at the Youth Olympic Games 

back in Singapore 2010. KIM JANGMI won the 10m Air Pistol Women 

event, leading the match with great determination. And that did not 

happen by chance: two years later – Kim, now 19 – the young Korean 

star wins the London 2012 Sport Pistol final, becoming the youngest 

Olympic Champion in shooting events in this Olympic edition. And, 

once again, she showed great confidence in spite of her young age.  

 The shooter from Incheon, dominated the 39-competitor event in 

the qualification rounds and led the way to the final by setting a new 

Olympic record of 591 points. The other participants struggled to fol-

low her – closest to her was Thailand’s Tanyaporn Prucksakorn, who 

qualified in second place, six points behind the Korean finalist. The 

huge lead into the final helped Kim reach the highest step of the po-

dium. She seemed to struggle to control her nerves at the beginning 

of the medal match, and endangered her leadership in the second and 

third series. 

 After the third series, she was left behind by defending champion 

CHEN YING of China, but fought back at the very last minute, scor-

ing a massive 51.8 points in the fourth and last series to obtain the 

title with a total tally of 792.4 points. “I am not sure if it’s a dream 

or if it’s reality. I will make sure it’s real when I receive the Gold at 

the ceremony,” said Kim smiling at the mixed zone, right after the last 

shot. Then, a few minutes later, after the award ceremony, she com-

mented: “Well… the medal is so heavy around my neck. So, yes, it 

must be real.” Being one of the only three Youth Olympic Champions 

in all sports who were able to win at the Olympics, the media’s atten-

tion around her final was huge. “There wasn’t as much media at the 

Youth Olympic Games. The pressure is definitely higher here, but I put 

the same efforts to perform well, as I did two years ago in Singapore,” 

the winner said, while comparing Singapore 2010 to London 2012. 

 “I left home declaring I was going to win the Gold. I am happy 

to return with the most valuable medal around my neck.” The 2008 

Olympic Champion, Chen Ying of China, eventually earned Silver with 

791.4 points. She chased Kim fiercely and briefly held the top position 

after shooting an outstanding 52.8 in the third series – the highest 

score of the final. However she could not defend her lead, and even-

tually lost her chances at the title by 50.0 in the last series. “This 

competition was very difficult for me. I have a family and a (three-

year-old) baby. Separation is very hard. I miss my home, my family 

and my daughter. She gives me new life. But it’s worth it. A Silver 

medal is very nice,” Chen said. “Because shooting is at the beginning 

DAY 5

GOLD

KIM, Jangmi (KOR)

25M PISTOL WOMEN

“This medal is so heavy! 
It must be real…”  
Declared Korea’s Kim Jangmi, winner of the 25m 

Pistol Women event while looking at her medal, 

waking  up from a dream, to find out that it had 

became true. 
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of the Games, if we win it gets us off to a good start and inspires the 

rest of the Chinese team. So we feel we have a responsibility and a 

mission to win,” added the Chinese Silver medalist. “We had really 

heavy storms in my city during this period. I would like to dedicate 

this medal to the people who have been suffering back home.”

 The Ukraine’s OLENA KOSTEVYCH won the bronze medal with 

788.6 points. She was fourth after the third series, but obtained a spot 

on the podium by performing brilliantly in the last series. This was 

her second medal at the London 2012 Olympic Games, adding to her 

bronze in the women’s 10m air pistol on Sunday, July 29. “I am beside 

myself with happiness. This medal counts much more than all the 

medals I have won before. I am a specialist in the 10m event, so this 

medal counts as a Gold. Being able to win two Bronzes is simply great 

for me,” she declared. 

 Excluded from the podium, Serbia’s Zorana Arunovic, one of the 

young up-and-coming shooters at her first Olympics, as well as one 

of the favorites, finished in fourth place with 787.3 points “I am ex-

tremely happy that I was able to enter this final and shoot well, but 

it wasn’t enough. Kim was better than I.” Lenka Maruskova of the 

Czech Republic, No.1 in the World in this event, failed to make it to 

the final, finishing 13th and closed her 2012 London Olympics with-

out medals.

AWARDS

KOSTEVYCH, Olena (UKR)

CHEN, Ying (CHN)

SILVER

BRONZE

25m Pistol Women

The First Multi-Medallists
“I am beside myself with happiness,” said 25m Pistol Women Bronze 

medallist Olena Kostevych said regarding winning her second medal 

here in London. The 2004 Olympic Champion was unable to win the 

10m Air Pistol event, but became the first multi-medallist of London 

2012 in shooting.

Media Mania
“There wasn’t as much media at the Youth Olympic Games!” The 

25m Pistol Women Champion Kim, 19 years old, previously won the 

Gold at the 2010 Youth Olympic Games in Singapore. 

SPOT ON
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GREAT BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT

The fairytale became true. Great Britain’s PETER WILSON made it: 

the 23-year old shooter from Dorset won the Double Trap Gold medal 

before his own audience on an iconic field of play, in the heart of Lon-

don. And the response of the audience was outstanding. Thousand of 

people ended up in singing their national anthem for him, with him. 

The story started back in 2008. Wilson did not qualify for the Beijing 

Games, but his Federation took him there – to take a look, to acquire 

some experience. There he met Sheik Ahmed Almaktoum, the Prince 

of Dubai, and 2004 Olympic Champion. They share a passion for Dou-

ble Trap and Squash. Chatting with the Prince, Wilson asked him to 

become his coach. The Prince said yes. From there on, everything 

changed: Wilson got back into the UK’s sport founding project, and his 

results rocketed. The 2010 ISSF World Cup in Dorset was a great show-

case, where home shooter Wilson made it into the final for the first 

time. Two years later – in March 2012 – Wilson scored a Final World 

Record of 198 hits in Tucson, Arizona. 

 Then this, the Olympic Gold, the best outcome possible. The story 

of the match reveals the extraordinary nature of the Olympics. The 

25-year old shooter made it to the final with a qualification score of 

143 hits and a 3-target lead over his opponents. Then, shooting be-

fore HRH Princesses Ann and of his own family – as well as thousands 

of UK’s spectators, he earned the brightest medal with a total score 

of 188 hits. Missing both targets on his 21st pair did not stress him. MOSIN, Vasily (RUS)

DAHLBY, Hakan (SWE)

SILVER

BRONZE

XXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
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DAY 6

DOUBLE TRAP MEN

GOLD

WILSON, Peter Robert Russell (GBR)
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“Go Pete!”  
Peter Wilson’s University mates followed him at the range, cheering 

out loud from the first to the last shot. Wilson had to work in night-

shifts at the local pub to pay for his training. 

ISSF President Mr. Olegario Vázquez Raña, Ms. Vázquez, 

Ms. Claudia Bosaltes y Polares, Mr. Willi Kaltschmitt (IOC member), 

ISSF Secretary General Mr. Franz Schreiber and Ms. Schreiber 

“Dropping a complete pair wasn’t exactly in the plan. I think everyone 

got a little bit more nervous then, and so did I.” But that’s where a 

champion emerges among the other athletes. “I have been training for 

years. I shot about 50 thousands targets since January to prepare. My 

coach, Sheik Ahmed Almaktoum, believes in shooting frequently. And 

this is what I needed on those last four pairs. I got into my routine and 

I headed towards the Gold.” Wilson shot the 198-hit World Record last 

March, competing in the ISSF World Cup in Tucson, AZ, and becoming 

one of the favorites to win. “The pressure has been huge. I have been 

shooting, shooting, shooting for six months. But this made it all worth 

while,” said the home hero. “I saw something in this young shooter. I 

saw talent. I accepted to coach him for free just as long as he respected 

my rules and follow my training techniques. I am so happy with his 

victory,” Sheik Ahmed Almaktoum said. “My competition was easier, 

back in 2004. I was slightly better than anybody else, as the final result 

proved (a lead of 10 targets). However, Peter had to put up a fight, and 

he won it shot after shot.” This was Great Britain’s second Gold in 

this event, after Richard Fauld’s 2000 Olympic victory. The champion 

of Sydney 2000 placed 13th today, with an overall score of 133 hits. 

 Sweden’s HAKAN DAHLBY took silver with 186 points. He began 

the final session in fifth place but hit 49 out of 50 targets, marking the 

best score in the final. “I really wanted to win this medal. This eve-

ning, I will celebrate with Champagne. Peter Wilson is going to pay!” 

He exclaimed, laughing along with the Gold medallist at the press con-

ference. “I lost the podium by one target in 2004, when I finished in 

fourth. In Beijing I did not even make it to the final. I really wanted to 

obtain this one.”

 VASILY MOSIN (RUS) collected Bronze when Fehaid Aldeehani 

(KUW) missed the second target in a shoot-off was required after they 

both finished with 185 points. “This is my highest achievement but 

I wanted more. I was there for the Gold. Bronze is not enough. I feel 

that I have not done my job completely, I should have done more,” 

Mosin said. Aldeehani placed in fourth, after shooting 45 in the final, in 

spite of a broken gun. “The action of my gun broke on the last round 

of the qualification and I missed four shots, which caused me to drop 

several places. I had to borrow a gun from Rashid Al-Athba of Qatar 

for the final. It was not the right feeling. It was not a good way to go 

through the match.” Difficult weather conditions – wind blowing and 

light changing every other target – were reflected in the resultssheet. 

No.1 in the World Joshua Richmond (USA), 2011 World Champion Li 

Jun (CHN), defending champion Walton Eller (USA) and Italy’s Olym-

pic Silver Francesco D’Aniello all failed to qualify for the Final. 

Double Trap Men

AWARDS

SPOT ON

Not Again
“I lost the medal in 2004, so I could 

not lose it again,” Sweden’s Hakan 

Dahlby said, speaking with HRH 

Prince Daniel and HRH Prince Carl 

Phillip of Sweden, who watched 

him earn the Silver at the Double 

Trap Final. 

Home Hero  
HRH Princess Ann followed the 

match of home hero Peter Wilson 

from the stands of the Royal  

Artillery Barracks Shooting Range, 

accompanied by ISSF President 

Olegario Vázquez Raña. 
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THE SMILING KING

SERGEY MARTYNOV finally smiled. The “sad king”, the serious shoot-

er, finally showed his emotions. The tension of the 30-years of compe-

titions melted in a wide, sincere, happy smile, at the Royal Artillery 

Barracks, as he finally won the Olympic Gold he had been pursuing 

for so long. The best Rifle Prone shooter of the world had been seek-

ing this medal since his first Olympic participation back in 1988. So 

far, Martynov had finished on the Olympic podium already twice, in 

2000 and 2004, winning two Bronzes. In between, he won everything 

else. Two ISSF World Championships, six World Cup Finals, seven-

teen World Cups Gold medals were displayed among his medal collec-

tion. Every possible trophy, except the Olympic Gold. This could have 

been the last chance for the 44-year old athlete. And he prepared for 

the competition like he never did before. Throughout the last Olym-

pic cycle, between 2009 and 2012, Martynov participated in 12 ISSF 

events (World Cup Series and World Championship), making it to 12 

finals, winning 10 medals, including 7 Gold. Walking into the match 

as the absolute favorite, he did not let down expectations this time. 

Martynov went through the qualifications with a record score of 600 

points. Then, entering the medal match with a 1-point head start over 

his followers, he managed the competition perfectly. He wrapped up 

the session impressively, including a perfect 10.9 in the ninth shot, 

and he finally won the title with an overall score of 705.5 points, set-

ting a new Final World Record and Final Olympic Record.

 “Well, I have something to say today. Of course I finally smile. It is 

natural to feel happy because I have been dedicated over thirty years 

to this discipline and this is one of my most successful competitions,” 

Martynov said, smiling to the cameras for the first time. And then, an-

swering the question in regards to his equipment dating back to the 

soviet era: “Well, a rifle isn’t a wife but you have to look after it and 

give it tender, loving care. My jacket was probably made in 1996, but 

my theory is: why should I change something which works just fine?

“I want to continue. This medal is not the end. I won a Gold at the 

Olympics, I believe this won’t change my life.” 

 The Silver medal went to LIONEL COX (BEL) – the man no one 

expected – with a final score of 701.2 points. He started pursuing Mar-

tynov with a narrow margin in the final but could not close the gap. 

The Belgian appeared from nowhere: nobody expected him to even 

finish in the final before today’s match. He recently started compet-

ing internationally and his best result was ninth at ISSF World Cup in 

London last April (the Olympic test event). The medal arrived so un-

expectedly, that it even surprised Cox himself: “I did not plan to finish 

in the final, nor to win a medal. I will have to go back to my job – I am 

a work inspector – in a few days! But I will certainly celebrate in the 

meantime! I did well the week before and I obtained 599 points in the 

qualifying rounds which meant I went into the final with the three-

point lead over the next shooter. And I managed to keep that lead.”

 Slovenia’s most famous sportsman RAJMOND DEBEVEC (SLO) 

earned the Bronze medal with 701.0 points. The Slovenian, competing 

at his eighth Olympic Games, performed well in the final and scored the 

second highest total score (105.0) in the 10-shot match. The Bronze is 

Debevec’s first Olympic medal in the prone event. It was added to the 

medals he has won at previous Olympics in a different discipline, the 

men’s Rifle Three Positions, in which he earned Gold in Sydney 2000 

and Bronze in Beijing. “Because of my previous Olympic experience, 

DAY 7

50M RIFLE PRONE MEN 

GOLD
4 Records
Four records to reach the top. Martynov made it through the qualifications with a record 

score of 600 points, then shot a great final (including a 10.9) to finish with 705.5 points: 

a new Final World Record and a new Final Olympic Record.

MARTYNOV, Sergei (BLR)
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I knew how to manage my body, stay calm and not allow opponents to 

catch up with me – Debevec said – I didn’t have the chance to shoot in 

the final hall during the test event in April and I was afraid of what the 

light would do to my old eyes. They don’t always respond well. When 

I took a look I realized that the light was just perfect.”

 India’s Joydeep Karmakar finished in fourth with 699.1 points, 

highlighting once again India’s great results in shooting. Following 

him, Daniel Brodmeier placed in fifth with 698.2 points, failing to ob-

tain one of the first Olympic shooting medals for Germany in London 

2012 by 2.8 points. 

 The last quote of the day was from the Belarusian winner. “I will 

throw the medal into a drawer. I never hang things up on the wall.” 

Well, he’s still Martynov, after all.

AWARDS

DEBEVEC, Rajmond (SLO)

COX, Lionel (BEL)

SILVER

BRONZE

50m Rifle Prone Men

SPOT ON

The Somber King finally Smiles 
Sergei Martynov, the World’s best 50m Rifle Prone shooter, finally won the 

Olympic Gold, the only trophy missing from his showcase and the medal 

he has been pursuing for 30 years. And he smiled. 

Director of Sports
Director of Sports Ms. Debbie Jevans (OCOG), ISSF President Mr. Olegario 

Vázquez Raña and ISSF Vice President Mr. Luciano Rossi.

“Did you expect it?”   
“I did not even think about the final!” The Silver medal went to the 

Lionel Cox with a final score of 701.2 points. The Belgian shooter 

surprised everybody: nobody expected him to win, not even himself. 
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VICTORIA! 
CUBA’S FIRST GOLD SHINES IN LONDON

LEURIS PUPO became the first Cuban shooter to win an Olympic Shoot-

ing Gold medal at the 25m Pistol Men event. The 35-year old athlete won 

the 25m Rapid Fire Pistol Men event, ruling the new final, which was 

staged for the first time at the Olympics here in London. The Cuban ath-

lete was simply the best that day at the Royal Artillery Barracks shooting 

venue. Pupo started off with a 3-hit series, but after that, focused intent-

ly, and from there on he always hit 4 or 5 targets per series, maintaining 

the lead and leaving the other finalists behind him. With a total score of 

34 hits in the final, the 35-year old athlete matched the Final World Re-

cord and set a new Final Olympic Record. 

 “I feel it is a real honor. I have been in the business since 2000 and 

I was inspired at the last Olympics (in Beijing). These are my fourth 

Olympics and I feel overwhelmed,” Pupo said. “My main focus was 

the medal, which is something I will treasure for the rest of my life,” 

said the Cuban athlete said, explaining to the the press how this medal 

will have a special meaning. “I will become a father soon, I am 35 and I 

really wanted a child. This is just the perfect moment,” he declared. 

Pupo defeated India’s VIJAY KUMAR in the final duel for Gold, leaving 

behind the Indian finalist with 30 hits and the Silver medal. Kumar, 27 

years old, had finished last year’s ISSF World Cup in Fort Benning (USA) 

in second place, but had never made it to an ISSF podium with the new 

Final competition format. This was, in fact, the introduction of the new 

25m Rapid Fire Pistol Men competition format at the Olympics. After the 

qualifications – which are held the same way as they were in the past, 

on electronic targets set to record points – the six-shooters final follows 

a hit-or-miss logic, and a knockout format. After the first four series, the 

shooter with the lowest score is out. From there on, after every series, 

the shooter ranked in last has to leave the match, right up to the Gold 

medal duel. 

 “This kind of performance is not new to me. I have performed be-

fore and won medals before in the Commonwealth Games. The one 

medal that was missing was this one. I won it for India,” Kumar said. 

“Shooting is a sport where you have to be calm and control yourself. 

I have been training for six, seven years for this. I always try to do it 

well,” he added. Kumar was India’s second medal at these Games, after 

Gagan Narang’s Silver in Rifle. Following the 2004 and the 2008 Games, 

and the victories of Abinhav Bindra and Rathore, the sport rocketed in 

GOLD

PUPO, Leuris (CUB)

“Hasta la Victoria!” 
Leuris Pupo became the first Cuban shooter to win an Olympic 

Shooting Gold medal. After starting the Rapid Fire final with 

a 3-hit series, Pupo managed to always hit 4 or 5 targets per 

series, maintaining himself at the lead and leaving the other 

finalists behind him. 

25M RAPID FIRE PISTOL MEN
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India, experts say.  “You can see that in the last two Olympic Games 

we won a Silver and a Gold. I think the credit goes to all the shooters 

and their performances. We won two more medals here in London, 

this will help our sport.”

 The Rapid Fire Bronze went to FENG DING of the People’s Repub-

lic of China, who scored 588 points in the qualifications and then hit 27 

targets in the final, thus earning his first Olympic medal. “The changes 

have not affected me at all.” The Chinese shooter said, referring to the 

new competition format. “At the last Games, I was just too young. It 

took time to get to this level.” The first to leave the match was Ger-

many’s Olympic hope Christian Reitz, the 2008 Bronze medallist, who 

dropped out of the fourth series with a score of 13 hits. China’s Jang 

Zhang followed him after the fifth series, with 17 hits, while the leading 

World Champion, Russia’s Alexei Klimov had to leave the match after the 

sixth series, with a score of 23 hits. The Russian finalist had scored a new 

World Record and a new Olympic Record of 592 points in the qualifica-

tions before dropping out the final without a medal. 

SPOT ON

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

DAY 7

40 Years Back
1972 Olympic Bronze medallist John Kynoch, a 50m Running Target 

shooter from Great Britain, followed the matches at the Royal Artillery 

Barracks, proudly displaying his medal. DING, Feng (CHN)

KUMAR, Vijay (IND)

SILVER

BRONZE

AWARDS

25m Rapid Fire Pistol Men

India Rises
“We are so proud of our shooters! India’s shooting team is growing.” 

Declared Raninder Singh Singh, President of the National Rifle  

Association of India, while celebrating the success of Vijay Kumar,  

the first Indian to win an Olympic medal in a Pistol event.

“I am going to be a father soon!”    
What better way to celebrate? Pupo won the Olympic Gold with an 

overall score of 34 hits, matching the current Final World Record and 

setting a new Final Olympic Record.
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UP ON THE PODIUM 

The USA’s JAMIE LYNN GRAY achieved her dream. The young Ameri-

can shooter, who started competing internationally at the age of 15, 

won the 50m Rifle 3 Positions Women final and earned that Olympic 

Gold she had been chasing since her childhood. And she did it in an 

exceptional way: leading the qualifications, and then setting a new 

Final Olympic Record of 691.9 points. After qualifying on top with 592 

points (a new Olympic record) and 2-point  advantage over her follow-

ers, she increased her advantage in the final by shooting 99.9 points, 

leaving Silver medallist, Serbia’s Maksimovic a distant  4.4 points be-

hind her. 

 We knew she was a favorite. Gray had finished in the spotlight 

more than once in the last Olympic cycle by earning Gold at the 2011 

ISSF World Cup in Fort Benning and Silver at the 2010 World Cup in 

Sydney, also registering  a personal best of 593 points and a best final 

of 101.5 within the last four years. But the Olympics are different. Lon-

don has been one of a kind. “You work for something for so long. I’ve 

been shooting since I was 8-years old,” Jamie said “I started attending 

international competitions when I was 15. I have participated in sev-

eral competitions, but the Olympics are different,” she explained. “Ever 

since I was 15 it’s been my dream to have a medal round my neck.”

 The road to London has been a long one. “I worked out: training at 

the shooting range and sessions with a psychologist to the get every-

thing right, to put things in the right perspective,” added the Ameri-

can shooter smiling, and weighing the medal between her hands. 

 Serbia’s 22-year old first time medallist IVANA MAKSIMOVIC 

earned the Silver, turning the tables of the match – the favorite was 

left out of the match, the youngest made it to the podium. The Ser-

bian shooter, ranked 25th in the world in this event, shot the “match 

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

DAY 8

50M RIFLE 3 POSITIONS WOMEN 

GOLD

A Star is born
Jamie Lynn Gray set a new Olympic Record 

(592 points) and a new Final Olympic 

Record (691.9 points). The US shooter has 

been a star during the last three ISSF World 

Cup seasons. 

GRAY, Jamie Lynn (USA)

SYKOROVA, Adela (CZE)MAKSIMOVIC, Ivana (SRB)

SILVER BRONZE
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of her life”. Qualifying in second with 590 points, she maintained her 

edge during the medal match by shooting 97.5 points, including an 

outstanding 10.9 shot, which was received by the audience with 3 

minutes of non-stop pure enthusiasm. Maksimovic had never won an 

international medal in this event before. Her best placement so far had 

been a sixth place at the 2010 ISSF World Championship in Munich. 

“This feeling is amazing. I have never felt anything like this in my life. 

In the finals I was so nervous that my arms were shaking and my legs 

too,” the young shooter commented. “I’ve been training like crazy. This 

discipline is very hard. I knew I had to do as much as I could during the 

first part and I scored a personal best and a national record,” Maksi-

movic said. And the medal was a family affair. Her father won Gold 

at the 1988 Seoul Games, and participated in five Olympics. “There 

was enormous pressure and I was very nervous. – she said about the 

expectations – Everything I am and everything I did I owe to him and 

my mother, who is also my coach, and my brother, and everyone who 

supported me.” 

 The fight for the Bronze left the audience breathless. While the 

American and the Serbian audience were cheering out as loud as  

possible for their athletes, the Czech Republic’s ADELA SYKOROVA, 

Snejana Pejcic and Sylwia Bogacka duelled for the Bronze. And it was 

Sykorova who finally made it. With a last shot of 10.2 points, the 25-

year old Czech shooter won the Bronze medal with an overall score of 

683.0 points. Bogacka – who finished on the 10m Air Rifle Women podi-

um on the first competition day – ended up in fourth with 681.9 points, 

after closing her match with a 10.1-shot. Meanwhile, Pejcic fired a 9.3 

and landed in fifth, with 681.9 points as well. 

 “I feel amazing. It hasn’t sunk in yet but I’m very happy. It’s defi-

nitely the biggest moment of my life,” Sykorova said. “I was nervous 

in the beginning and I was not at my best in the prone position. Stand-

ing, I was calmer and reminded myself I had to catch up. Kneeling, I 

was nervous at first but over the last ten shots I was the calmest I had 

been throughout the whole competition,” she added, commenting on 

her competition. 

 Far behind, Germany closed the match without any medals. Bar-

bara Engleder, who had won the pre-Olympic World Cup held here 

last April, landed in sixth with 680.8 points: after a disappointing qual-

ification round, she just did not shoot at her best in the final. At the 

same time, #1 in the World in this event, World Record holder Sonja 

Pfeilschifter, closed her 4th Olympic Games out of the final, in 19th 

place with 581 points. “I am trying to be positive but I feel a lot of 

responsibility regarding other people’s expectations. I don’t want to 

show how disappointed I feel,” Pfeilschifter said “I probably won’t go 

to Rio 2016.”

SPOT ON

Organizing the Games 
ISSF Secretary General Franz Schreiber, Lord Sebastian Coe, the President 

of the London Organizing Committee for the Olympic Games and former 

Olympic Champ, and President of the ISSF, Olegario Vázquez Raña.

President of the ISSF, Olegario Vázquez Raña and Mr. René Fasel (IOC).

AWARDS

50m Rifle 3 Positions Women

XXXXX
“I have been shooting since I was 8, and my dream finally 

comes true!” Gray commented on winning the most valu-

able medal. She started competing internationally when she 

was 15, and made it into a final round at the last Olympics as 

well, but left the 2008 Games without a medal. 
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GOLD

Five new records 
to win Gold
That’s a record in itself. Jessica Rossi 

of Italy set the new World Record, 

Final World Record, Olympic Record, 

Final Olympic Record and Junior 

World Record by winning the Trap 

Women Final with 99 (75+24) hits. 

ROSSI, Jessica (ITA)

ROSSI SETS 5 RECORDS 
AND CLIMBS TO THE TOP

JESSICA ROSSI, the 20-year Italian phenomenon, had a fantastic 

performance at the Trap Women final. The young shooter won Gold, 

becoming the youngest Trap Women Olympic Champion in the his-

tory of the discipline. But that’s just part of the story. It’s how she did 

it that made the difference. Rossi shattered five records to climb on 

top of London’s podium. During the morning’s qualifications, Rossi hit 

75 out of 75 targets, using the second barrel only five times. Then, in 

the final, she hit 24 targets, finishing with a total tally of 99 medals. 

A Record.  Five Records. She shattered the World Record, the Final 

World Record, the Olympic Record, the Final Olympic Record, and the 

Junior World Record. Surprisingly enough, the 20-year old, is still a 

junior shooter, according to ISSF rules. 

 “You can’t get any happier than this. What I wanted was a medal, 

not a record. I am still competing in the junior categories so it was 

important for me to obtain this victory. The World Record is fantastic 

but the main thing is a medal,” Jessica said. 

 The final was the moment of biggest pressure. “After the first five 

traps in the final, I had complete confidence I could do it. I knew that, 

by believing in myself, I could reach my best performance, although I 

was a bit worried about the final because things can go wrong. How-

ever, I knew I could concentrate and focus just by believing in it and 

I did,” the Italian shooter commented on her final. “She has been just 

perfect. At this morning’s qualification she shot 75 targets straight, 

using the second barrel just 5 times,” commented a Senior Technical 

Staff member of the Italian team. Rossi’s was Italy’s first Gold medal 

in shooting during these Olympics. And it has a special meaning for 

the 20-year old finalist. Her family suffered the consequences of the 

earthquake which hit Italy on May the 20th. Her parents had to leave 

the family house in Crevalcore, and Jessica moved to another city – 

Ponso – to train for the Olympics.  Her family house collapsed to the 

ground. Her parents had to live in a tent. But the Italian champion did 

not stop. “I badly wanted to win, exactly for that very reason. My fam-

ily’s house was damaged and they have been working on repairing 

and refurbishing it. They should be able to move back today,“ Jessica 

said. “And with the money I will receive for this medal, I will try to buy 

a house.  A new one.” 

 The Silver and the Bronze medals were assigned through a breath-

taking shoot-off. Beijing’s Silver medallist ZUZANA STEFECEKOVA of 

Slovakia (28 years old), France’s DELPHINE REAU (38 years old) and 

San Marino’s Alessandra Perilli (24 years old) all finished tied with an 

overall score of 93 hits. In the following tie-breaker, Perilli was the 

first to drop out by missing her second target. Then, Stefecekova de-

feated Reau 3 to 2 hits. “When I hit the first target I thought there 

was a good chance my place would not be in danger. When I saw 

Alessandra (Perilli) miss the target I knew I’d won a medal,” Stefe-

cekova said, regarding the shoot-off. “My objective was to reach the 

final and my heart was bursting. I felt like I could not cope with my 

emotions in the shoot-off. It was a dream for me, indescribable,” San 

Marino’s Perilli said. The shooter was the only qualified athlete for 

London 2012 representing her small country: all other participants re-

ceived Wild Cards. Her 4th place, by the way, is still San Marino’s best 

TRAP WOMEN 
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“I dedicate this to the 
earthquake victims.”  
Rossi said. Her family‘s house was leveled to the ground by an 

earthquake on May 20. She moved to another city to train for the 

Games. “With the prize money I will get, I will buy a new house!” 

Trap Women

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

DAY 8

Olympic placement ever, and the result was welcomed with tears by 

the crowds in the Republic of a population of 35 thousand people.

 “I was lucky to shoot third because it gave me a slight advantage. 

I missed the third shot but I do not have any regrets,” said France’s 

Delphine Reau about winning the Bronze medal. Number one in the 

World, Spain’s Fatima Galvez (25 years old), ended up in fifth place 

with a total score of 87 hits, followed by Australia’s 2004 Olympic 

Champion Suzanne Balogh (39 years old). “The changing weather re-

ally affected my performance. But I am not very upset. I made it to 

the final, and I am happy about it. I will take some time off now. The 

Games are over, and it’s time for a holiday!” Galvez said, smiling, in 

spite of all.

SPOT ON

REAU, Delphine (FRA)

STEFECEKOVA, Zuzana (SVK)

SILVER

BRONZE

San Marino’s best placement 
San Marino’s Alessandra Perilli did not make it. The shooter from 

the smallest participating country ended up in 4th after missing her 

2nd shoot-off target. It would have been San Marino’s 1st medal. 

Her 4th place was still San Marino’s best placement ever at the 

Olympics. 

AWARDS
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50M PISTOL MEN

GOLD

JIN, Jongoh (KOR)

WANG, Zhiwei (CHN)CHOI, Young Rae (KOR)

SILVER BRONZE

“I feel badly 
that I took the Gold from Choi.”  
Jin Jongoh said. The Korean shooter climbed all the way to 

the top from his original 5th place, stealing the Gold from 

his team-mate Choi, who had qualified in first. 
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JIN JONGOH BECOMES A PART OF 
THE HISTORY OF SHOOTING

JIN JONGOH won his second consecutive 50m Pistol Men Olympic 

title at the London 2012 Olympic Games, becoming a part of Shooting 

history. Since 1896, no one else had ever won two titles back to back 

in this event. But the Korean athlete achieved even more. With three 

Olympic titles won in individual pistol men events, he has become a 

legend in the history of shooting  (China’s Wang Yifu and Bulgaria’s 

Tanyu Kiriakov  won two each, between the ‘80s and the ‘90s). The 

star shooter made it to the final in fifth place, with a qualification score 

of 562 points, 7 points behind the qualification’s leader, his team-mate 

Choi Young Rae. But a champion does not give up, right? And Jin did 

his best. Scoring 100.0 points in the final – by far today’s best final 

score – he defeated his opponents, climbing up the scoreboard to land 

on the highest step of the podium with a total of 662.0 points. “I never 

expected a Gold medal. After the qualifications I’d hoped for a Bronze. 

I was 7 points behind,” Jin said. “I feel bad that I took the Gold from 

Choi. But at the same time I am happy that he’s on the podium,” Jin 

added. “We will celebrate together, tonight!” 

 His team-mate CHOI YOUNG RAE – a surprise in these Games – 

ended up in second place with 661.5 points and the Silver medal. Choi 

– ranked 55th in the world – had never won an international medal be-

fore. He had not even made it to a final before. “The last shot (an 8.1) 

was my worst shot but I did my best. And when I finished, I just felt 

relieved,” the 30-year old shooter said. “I am happy I won the Silver 

but heartbroken that I was unable to get the Gold.” 

 The Bronze medal went to China’s WANG ZHIWEI, 24 years old, 

10th in the world ranking. After qualifying in second with 566 points, 

the Chinese athlete struggled at the beginning of the match, and lost 

his head start by shooting 3 times in the 8th ring, and once in the 7th 

ring, thus jeopardizing his medal opportunity. Then, with a great last 

shot of 10.6 points, he jumped back in third, surpassing the unlucky 

Vietnamese Hoang Xuan Vinh by just 0.1 point.  “I had a look at the 

scores and told myself not to give up. To carry on. It was very chal-

lenging. The light was not very good and I didn’t see very clearly but 

fortunately I got my reward,” Wang said. 

 Today’s second highest score in the final – 97.0 points – was scored 

by Italy’s Giuseppe Giordano, who finished in fifth place with a total 

score of 656.0 points after climbing up from the 8th and last place. He 

was followed by 10m Air Pistol Men Bronze medalist, Serbia’s Andrija 

Zlatich, with 655.9 points, and by Germany’s Christian Reitz – the 25m 

Rapid Fire Specialist – who struggled up until the very last shot to 

earn at least one medal for Germany. 

SPOT ON

“The most successful of all.”  
Korea’s Jin won two Golds here in London, and Jin Jongoh of the 

Republic of Korea wins his second consecutive Olympic title in the 

50m Pistol Men event. He is the only man ever to win two Olympic 

Golds back to back in this event ever. With the title he re-claimed 

in 2008, he became the only man to win three pistol individual Gold 

medals in the history of the current events.  

Mr. Thomas Bach of the International Olympic Committee, accom-

panied by ISSF President Olegario Vázquez Raña, visiting the Royal 

Artillery Barracks after the 50m Pistol Men final..

AWARDS

50m Pistol Men

No Medals for Germany?  
Germany’s Christian Reitz – the 25m Rapid Fire specialist – surpris-

ingly made it to the 50m Pistol Men final, and tried, up until the very 

last shot, to win a medal for Germany.
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50M RIFLE 3 POSITIONS MEN

GOLD

New Olympic Record
Italy’s Niccolò Campriani won the

50m Rifle 3 Positions Men Gold medal

with a new Olympic Record 1180 points 

and with a new Final Olympic Record 

1278.5 points.

CAMPRIANI, Niccolo (ITA)

EMMONS, Matthew (USA)KIM, Jonghyun (KOR)

SILVER BRONZE
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CAMPRIANI KEEPS HIS PROMISE

Italy’s NICCOLO CAMPRIANI kept his words. After finishing the 10m 

Air Rifle Men event in second place, he told the Italian press: “Air 

Rifle is my backup event, my goal is the 50m distance…” The young 

shooter ranked No.1 in the world in this event, had an almost perfect 

performance, scoring the maximum 100 points twice in the one-of-four 

qualification series in the prone and kneeling positions, and a best of 

99 in the standing position. He completed the qualification rounds by 

setting the new Olympic record of 1180 points and qualified first to 

the final by a massive eight points margin over the runner-up, USA’s 

Matthew Emmons, who qualified with 1172 points. Campriani then 

shot comfortably in the 10-shots final round and enjoyed his big mo-

ment in the fully packed hall, tallying a total score of 1278.5 points, 

which also set a new Final Olympic record in the event.

 It was the second Olympic medal for Campriani at the London 

2012 Olympic Games – as well as Italy’s first Olympic gold in the men’s 

50m Rifle 3 Positions event. “I had everything to lose. I worked really 

hard before the competition and there were a lot of expectations on 

me, which made everything more difficult. The last 20 shots kneeling 

were really difficult. My heart was racing and I was shaking,” Cam-

priani said. “I was making good progress throughout the match but 

then in the final, I shot an eight... Then I started thinking. Everybody, 

I guess, started thinking. Do you remember what happened in the last 

two Olympics? There have been some zeros, some fours in the finals… 

It was hard because I had everything to lose.”

 Campriani’s “sparring partner” MATTHEW EMMONS (they used to 

train together in the US) shot brilliantly in the seventh (10.7 out of possible 

10.9 points), eighth (10.6) and ninth (10.5) shots of the final and was on his 

way to landing in second place, but could only manage 7.6 on his final at-

tempt, thereby allowing KIM JONGHYUN (1272.5 points), who performed 

best in the final, to earn the Silver ahead of him. At Athens 2004 and 

Beijing 2008, Emmons was one shot away from the Gold medal, but both 

times he blew his chance and finished excluded from the podium. This 

time around his final shot was at least good enough to earn him Bronze 

with 1271.3 points, and only 0.3 points of advantage over his followers. 

 “I thought my Olympic winning days were over and I am going to 

enjoy returning to the podium. I am happy with the Bronze,” Emmons 

commented. “My aim was just to try and get in the final, keep myself 

calm and perform to the best of my ability. For the first shots in the 

final I started to squeeze the trigger and the gun went off before I was 

ready. That was a little scary.” On the other hand, Korea’s Kim turned 

out to be the most optimistic finalist. “I am very happy. I have three 

silver medals in international events - I am eager now to continue and 

win the Gold,” he said. 

SPOT ON

“I had everything to lose…” 
“… I was the favorite,” Campriani said after the match. After winning 

Silver at the 10m Air Rifle and making it to the prone final, everybody 

expected him to win here.

AWARDS

50m Rifle 3 Positions Men

“We could not be more happy about London 2012,” ISSF Secretary 

General Franz Schreiber said, meeting IOC Sports Director Christophe 

Dubi.

Finishing Bronze by 0.3 only
7.6 points. That was the last, thrilling shot of the USA’s Matthew Em-

mons, who finished on the podium with the Bronze by 0.3 only. Both 

at Athens 2004 and Beijing 2008 Emmons blew his chances at the last 

shot and finished out of competition for the medals. “I thought my 

Olympic winning days were over,” Emmons said. 
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GOLD

A golden surprise
No. 22 in the World, Croatia‘s Giovanni 

Cernogoraz surprised everybody and won 

the Trap Men event with 146 targets,  

after shooting the best final – 24 hits. 

Cernogoraz defeated Italy’s Massimo 

Fabbrizi in a shoot-off for Gold, leaving 

the Italian with the Silver medal after 

the sixth shoot-off target.

UNEXPECTED CERNOGORAZ, 
STEALS THE SHOW

GIOVANNI CERNOGORAZ (CRO) won the last Gold medal in a shooting 

event at the London 2012 Olympic Games when he won the Trap Men 

Final at the Royal Artillery Barracks on Monday. The Croatian, No.22 

in the World, upstaged titled champions here in London. He qualified 

sixth for the final and started challenging the first-placed qualifier, Mi-

chael Diamond of Australia, who had a three-point margin advantage. 

The Croatian kept smashing every target in the single-barrel 25 target 

final session until he missed the 15th target. But Cernogoratz never 

lost his concentration after the miss, fiercely chasing down the shoot-

ers ahead of him. Meanwhile, Diamond started missing. Cernogoratz 

kept on shooting well, achieving the highest score of the session – 24 

points out of 25 - and finished the final with a total of 146 (122+24) 

points. But he had to face a Gold medal shoot-off with MASSIMO 

FABBRIZI (ITA), who had also earned the same total (123+23 targets).

 Cernogoraz eventually won the Gold when Fabbrizi missed his 

sixth shoot-off target, becoming the first Croatian shooter to win an 

Olympic medal in this event. The Italian obtained Silver at his first 

Olympic Games and both their total scores matched the Final Olym-

pic record. “I am very satisfied. I worked for four years. This was my 

chance and I took it. In the final I gave everything I had. I have made 

many sacrifices and this is the payback for that,” Fabbrizi said, in 

spite of all. 

 “This Gold medal will be very good for me, my family and the 

whole country. It is just fantastic. I was crying before the shoot-off 

started because I realized that it was 100% certain that I would earn, 

at the very least, a Silver medal. I did not expect the Gold,” said 

Giovanni Cernogoraz said, after his success. “I will put it up on the 

wall,” the Croatian shooter said, referring to the medal. “Maybe I’ll 

be a little bit more famous in Croatia after this, but I don’t see why it 

should stop me helping in the restaurant,” he said smiling, explaining 

that shooting is just a passion, and that in a few days he will be back 

to his normal life: helping his father in the family restaurant. 

 A shoot-off for the Bronze also kept ththe audience on the edge of 

their seat. Diamond went through to the final as the outright leader af-

ter matching the World Record with a perfect 125 points, but he then 

missed five targets in the final. Diamond and FEHAID ALDEEHANI of 

Kuwait finished the final round at 145 points, one point behind the top 

two. The Kuwaiti earned the Bronze after the Australian failed to hit 

target at his fourth attempt. “I was under a lot of pressure in the shoot-

TRAP MEN

CERNOGORAZ, Giovanni (CRO)
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The best Games for the Shooting Sport  
“I think these have been the best Olympic Games ever, for our sport. 

Our athletes set several World and Olympic Records. The installations 

are really excellent, and the overall impression has been more than 

positive,” said ISSF President Olegario Vázquez Raña at the conclusion 

of the Games. 

AWARDS

Trap Men

T H E  X X X  O LY M P I C  G A M E S

DAY X

off. I was up against the World Champion, one of the best shooters in 

this event and the favorite for gold. But I was confident that I could 

match him and just concentrated on hitting each target,” said Aldee-

hani.  It was another nightmare for Diamond, who also failed to win 

the Bronze medal in a shoot-off against Alexey Alipov (RUS) at the 

Beijing 2008 Games. “Here I was sitting on a potential Olympic Gold 

or Silver. I was really disappointed,” Diamond said. “But, you know, 

I gave my all here.”

SPOT ON

ALDEEHANI, Fehaid (KUW)

FABBRIZI, Massimo (ITA)

SILVER

BRONZE

The Duel for Bronze

Fehaid Aldeehani of Kuwait 

earned the Bronze medal by 

defeating Australia’s Diamond 

in a shoot-off. This was Kuwait’s 

second Olympic medal ever, the 

first one being won by Aldeehani 

in Double Trap in 2000.

It was a nightmare for Michael 

Diamond. The 1996 and 2000 

Olympic Champion of Australia 

missed the podium in a shoot-off 

after leading during the qualifica-

tions. The same happened four 

years ago in Beijing. 
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